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4. In the repository,select - clonezilla-live-2.7.1-22-amd64.iso as your ISO file. - clonezilla-
live-2.6.1-19-amd64.iso as your ISO file. - clonezilla-live-2.5.1-16-amd64.iso as your ISO file. -
clonezilla-live-2.4.0-9-amd64.iso as your ISO file. When you create a repository with content on
GitHub.com, GitHub creates the repository with a single branch. This first branch in the repository is
the default branch. The default branch is the branch that GitHub displays when anyone visits your
repository. The default branch is also the initial branch that Git checks out locally when someone
clones the repository. Unless you specify a different branch, the default branch in a repository is the
base branch for new pull requests and code commits. A zip archive downloadable from github is just
a snapshot of one particular commit of your repository history (usually the tip of a branch), and it
doesn't contain any history this facility is intended to automatically provide the users of your code
base (not developers!) with a way to conveniently download a snapshot of the project's source code.
Note that mere users and, say, downstream maintainers packaging your software for operating
systems, do not usually clone whole histories but rather work with tarballs. 5. In the repository,select
- clonezilla-live-2.7.1-22-amd64.iso as your ISO file. - clonezilla-live-2.6.1-19-amd64.iso as your ISO
file. - clonezilla-live-2.5.1-16-amd64.iso as your ISO file. - clonezilla-live-2.4.0-9-amd64.iso as your
ISO file.
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